Abstract. Let Q be a region of the complex plane, ®(Q) the space of analytic £' functions over Q, and k G £°°(Í2). An evident necessary condition for the linear functional AJ<p] = ffaK<p dx dy (<p G ®(Q)) to have a unique Hahn-Banach extension from S(Q) to £'(ß) is that II A"|C|| = Ik | G\\x for every restriction k | G of k to a subregion G of Q. An example is constructed to show that not even a considerably stronger condition is sufficient for uniqueness of the Hahn-Banach extension. Remarks on the problem of whether | ic(z) | is necessarily constant a.e. if the Hahn-Banach extension is unique indicate that this question is still open, contrary to an assertion in the literature.
1. Introduction. If £2 is a region of the complex plane C we denote by ®(ñ) the Banach space $(fl) = (<p G £'(ß): <p(z) is analytic in ß}, with norm ||<p|| = //n | rjp(z) | dx dy. For k G £°°(ß), we consider the linear functional, AKM=ffü«(z)cp(z)dxdy, <pG«(ß).
In the special case ß=t/={|z|<l}we shall adopt the normalizations, /i n i n /mi ha ii \fJuK(z)*p(z)dxdy\ _ (1.1) Il k II ^ = ess sup | k( z ) | = 1, || A. ||= sup -t---1.
In this case we shall write k G HBU // AK has a unique Hahn-Banach extension from 9>(U) to tx(U). We are interested in the question of whether or not a given function k satisfying (1.1) belongs to HBU, and some related matters. Among other motivations this problem is of interest in the context of quasiconformal mappings of the disk with specified boundary values, as statements about AK frequently have an interpretation for such mappings. For the sake of conciseness we restrict ourselves, however, purely to the function analysis problem here. In view of the normalization (1.1), k E HBU if and only if the conditions
Our contribution here is to the question of necessary conditions for HBU. For orientation, however, let us review something of what is known in the way of sufficient conditions. The most trivial example of an element of HBU is k(z) =<p0(z)/| <p0(z) | , where rp0 G 9>(U). Considerably more general sufficient conditions are known [2, 4, 5] . We list two results of this type below. 
There are no known examples of k belonging to HBU for which (neglecting subsets of U of measure 0) | k(z) | is nonconstant.
2. Necessary conditions. If G is a region, G C U, we shall say that condition (R)
On the other hand, if £ C U, where £ is an arbitrary set of positive measure, we shall say that condition (S) holds for £ if
<pe®(t/) IIe\<p{z)\ dxdy :e£
The conclusion that (R) holds for all regions G, G C U, is an elementary consequence of the hypothesis k G HBU, as has been observed by Seretov [6] . Since the restriction to G of members of %(U) belongs to 9>(G), and since we are assuming (1.1), a stronger necessary condition actually holds; namely, Theorem 2.1. k G HBU => (S) holds for all E C U such that Int £ ^ 0 => (R) holds for all G C U.
Proof. This is also completely elementary. Namely, let %(U) denote the null space, 9l(t/) = {v Etx(U):
A Then || k || 00 < 1, and (1.2) would hold, even though k and k differed on the set £>.
We will now show, by example, that even the stronger of the necessary conditions of Theorem 2.1 is not sufficient. Actually, our result will be stronger still. We shall say that condition (S)* holds if (S) holds for all E C U, \ E | > 0. To obtain ü(z), z G I/, satisfying (1.2), one then defines To verify (2.4) one can restrict oneself to functions/ G ®(ß0) that are analytic on the parabola 3ß0. This is due to the fact that $rj'(?) is analytic on3ß0, and the fact that functions analytic for |z|< 1 are obviously dense in 9>(U). For a given / G ®(ß0) there exists a sequence _n 71 oo such that (2.10) lim f \f(_n + ir1)\dr, = 0. Since £ is analytic in C\£, we therefore have £(f) = 0, f G U\E. But £ is continuous in U. Hence, F(_) = 0, _ E U. It follows that v(z) = F-= 0 a.e.
In [6] an assertion is made [6, Theorem 3, last part] which, if correct, would be tantamount to the assertion that (HBU) implies (3.2). However the reasoning in [6] overlooks the possibility that the set £ = (z G U: \k(z)\< 1} could be of the foregoing type; so, whether or not (3.2) actually follows from HBU must still be considered open.
